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ABSTRACT
We propose a new two-/three-stage dose-finding design called Target Toxicity (TT) for phase
I clinical trials, where we link the decision rules in the dose-finding process with the conclu-
sions from a hypothesis test. The power to detect excessive toxicity is also given. This solves
the problem of why the minimal number of patients is needed for the selected dose level. Our
method provides a statistical explanation of traditional ‘3+3’ design using frequentist frame-
work. The proposed method is very flexible and it incorporates other interval-based decision
rules through different parameter settings.We provide the decision tables to guide investigators
when to decrease, increase or repeat a dose for next cohort of subjects. Simulation experiments
were conducted to compare the performance of the proposed method with other dose-finding
designs. A free open source R package tsdf is available on CRAN. It is dedicated to deriving
two-/three-stage design decision tables and perform dose-finding simulations.
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1. Introduction

The primary goal of a phase I oncology trial is to deter-
mine the recommended phase II doses (RP2Ds). These
RP2Ds are at or below the maximum tolerated dose
(MTD). The MTD is defined as the highest dose of
a drug or treatment that does not cause unacceptable
side effects/toxicity. The common procedure to find
RP2D/MTD is as follows: treat a cohort of patients with
a predetermined dose and then based on the observed
binary outcome dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) to adjust
dose level accordingly. The trial usually starts with the
lowest dose level and enrol more patients sequentially
until an RP2D is found, or MTD is reached or maxi-
mum sample size is reached. Due to limited informa-
tion regarding the toxicity of new treatment and small
sample size in phase I study, the estimation of RP2D or
MTD suffers from low precision. Since the usual way to
find RP2Ds is to find MTD first (if possible), then look
for doses at or belowMTD for RP2Ds.We will focus on
how to find MTD in the rest of the paper.

Both rule-based andmodel-based designs have been
proposed for phase I dose-finding. Themost commonly
used rule-based method is the traditional ‘3+3’ design.
The advantage of the ‘3+3’ design is its transparent
and easy to implement nature. However, various sim-
ulations have demonstrated that ‘3+3’ design identifies
the MTD in as few as 30% of trials (Reiner et al., 1999).
Also, the mechanisms of these rule-based designs are
non-transparent which requires intensive simulations
under different settings to understand the operating
characteristics. Other variations based on ‘3+3’ design,

such as accelerated titration designs, ‘2+4’, ‘3+3+3’
(Storer, 2001) are proposed to improve the precision.
Model-based designs establish a dose-toxicity curve
prior to patient enrolment and modify the estimates of
the probability of toxicities for each dose level as study
proceeds. The most popular model-based method is
the continual reassessment method (CRM) (O’Quigley
et al., 1990). The main idea of CRM is to assign as
many patients as we can on doses close to the MTD.
Several concerns have been raised about the safety of
CRM since it may overestimate dose for MTD. In addi-
tion, model-based designs require to provide prior esti-
mates of probability toxicities for predetermined dose
and must run intensive simulations to achieve desir-
able operating characteristics. Therefore, the applica-
tion of CRM tends to be especially challenging in term
of parameters tuning and computation. Some mod-
ifications to CRM and tools are developed to over-
come these issues, such as modified CRM and R pack-
age dfCRM (Cheung, 2013; Cheung & Chappell, 2000;
Goodman et al., 1995). Another class of model-based
designs is called interval-based designs. The interval-
based designs are based on parametric model andmake
inference using posterior probabilities of three dosing
intervals. The advantage of interval-based designs, such
asmTPI, mTPI-2 (Guo et al., 2017; Ji et al., 2010), is that
they provide a decision table with all dose-finding deci-
sion (see example in Table 1), which is easier to examine
and the decision table can be adjusted before the trial
starts. However, the statistical theory behind interval-
based designs is not trivial and suchdesigns also assume
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Table 1. A decision table for a ‘3+3+3’
design (target toxicity is 0.3).

DLTs # of subjects

3 6 9

0 E E E
1 S E E
2 D S E
3 DU D S
4 DU D
5 DU DU
6 DU DU
7 DU
8 DU
9 DU

Notes: Row represents number of DLTs. Column
represents number of subjects. ‘E’: escalate
dose level; ‘S’: stay at current dose level; ‘D’: de-
escalate dose level; ‘DU’: de-escalate and never
come back to this dose level again.

the toxicity rate for predetermined dose level follows a
prior distribution which could be debated in practice.

In this article, we propose new two-/three-stage
designs to solve the problems in existing methods.
We provide two-/three-stage decision tables similar
to other interval-based designs such as TPI, mTPI,
BOIN, CCD (Ivanova et al., 2007; Ji et al., 2007; Liu
&Yuan, 2015; Yuan et al., 2016). The difference between
the proposed method and commonly used rule-based
or model-based designs is that we find the decision
rules using hypothesis testing approach. The dose-
finding procedure aims to find the highest dose level
that the toxicity probability is less than or equal to a
target toxicity which can be converted to a hypothe-
sis test: is the probability of toxicity at current dose
level different from the target toxicity? If there is suf-
ficient evidence to show that the probability of toxicity
is lower than the target, then we need to escalate dose
level; on the contrary, we should de-escalate the dose
level. Therefore, the corresponding rejection regions
link to the decision rules naturally. For example, if the
rejection regions are [0, r] and (s, n], dose-escalation
would be beneficial if the number of DLTs among n
patients is less than or equal to r, or de-escalation is rec-
ommended when the number of DLTs is more than s.
Otherwise, more patients should be enrolled and tested
at the current dose level. The boundaries in the rejec-
tion regions are controlled by the cumulative type I
error and can be chosen to be dependent on the sam-
ple size. We will show in the following sections that
the proposed method is not only as transparent and
simple as ‘3+3’ design but also provides a statistical
framework as model-based methods. Moreover, it is
extremely flexible and retains the interpretability. Sim-
ply bymodifying the type I error, we can incorporate an
aggressive, a conservative or the same decision rules as
other model-based designs.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to the mechanism of two- and
three-stage designs. Section 3 introduces an R package

tsdf that implements ourmethod and conducts dose-
finding simulations using customised decision table.
Simulation results are presented in Section 4. Some
discussions are given in the last section.

2. Phase I dose-finding

The ‘up-and-down’ design for dose-finding procedure
is as follows: based on observed values of number of
patients treated and experienced dose-limiting toxic-
ity (DLT) at current dose level, there are four different
decisions for the next step: stay at current dose level (S),
escalate to a higher dose level (E), de-escalate to a lower
dose level (D) or de-escalate and never go back to cur-
rent dose again (DU). Then the next cohort of patients
is treated at a dose level based on the decision justmade.
This procedure is repeated until theMTD ormaximum
sample size is reached. The set of decision rules forms a
table, we call it a decision table (See example in Table 1).
Our goal is to find the optimal decision table to guide
investigators when choosing a proper decision among
‘D’, ‘S’, ‘E’ and ‘DU’.

The dose-finding problem can be considered as a
hypothesis test: is the probability of toxicity at current
dose level different from the target toxicity? Denote the
target toxicity as pt , the hypotheses are set as

H0 : p = pt v.s. H1 : p �= pt . (1)

Note that the alternative can be decomposed as two
parts:

H−
1 : p < pt and H+

1 : p > pt . (2)

There are three possible conclusions for the above
hypothesis test: do not reject null hypothesis, reject
null and conclude H+

1 , and reject null and conclude
H−
1 . In dose-finding context, it means we may con-

clude that the probability of toxicity is equal, higher
or lower than the target toxicity. By carrying out such
hypothesis test based on observed values, we choose to
either stay at current dose level, escalate dose level or
de-escalate dose level, then enrol more patients to the
trial. This hypothesis test also can be generalised to the
case that the target toxicity is not a single value but a
pre-specified interval. The hypothesis becomes

H0 : p ∈ [pl, pu] v.s H1 : p /∈ [pl, pu], (3)

where pu > pl. Also, the alternative is decomposed as:

H−
1 : p < pl and H+

1 : p > pu. (4)

The design becomes more flexible when the target tox-
icity is an interval. For example, interval-based dose-
finding designs usually use interval (pt − ε1, pt + ε2),
where ε1 and ε2 are two small fractions that reflect
investigator’s desire about how accurate they want the
MTD to be around the target pt (Ji & Yang, 2017). Also,
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test in (3) is equivalent to test in (1) by letting pl = pu =
pt .

Denote xi as the cumulative number of subjects
experienced DLT among n1 + n2 + · · · + ni at Stage i
of a particular dose. The corresponding left-side criti-
cal values are ri’s and right-side critical values are si’s. In
general, the following decisions are made:

• If xi ≤ ri, conclude H−
1 and escalate dose level;

• If xi > si, conclude H+
1 and de-escalate dose level;

• If ri < xi ≤ si, stay at current dose level and treat an
additional ni+1 subjects if maximum sample size is
not reached.

Note that at stage i, ni subjects are treated and this
procedure can be repeated until the maximum sam-
ple size is reached. Although the above procedure can
be extended to multiple stages, for practical purposes,
we consider only two-stage and three-stage designs in
this article. Note that ri and si are determined by sig-
nificance level or left-side and right-side type I error.
Denote the overall left-side type I error as α1, right-
side type I error as α2, and the type 2 error as β . We
use the α-spending function to distribute the over-
all type I error over two/three stages. The cumulative
left-side type I errors at stage i are α1i’s, where α11 ≤
α12 . . . and the cumulative right-side type I errors are
α2i’s, where α21 ≤ α22 . . .. We have the following error
constraints:

• if p = pl, the probability should not exceed α1i (left-
side type I error) to conclude H−

1 ;
• if p = pu, the probability should not exceed α2i

(right-side type I error) to conclude H+
1 ;

• if the excessive toxicity probability is pe (> pu), then
the probability of not concluding H+

1 should not
exceed β .

Beforewe give details of two-stage designs and three-
stage designs in the following subsections, let’s look at
our hypotheses to get an idea of how error constraints
affect dose-escalation strategy. The type I error is the
probability of rejecting the true null hypothesis. For
left-side, high type I error means that it’s more likely
to conclude H−

1 , i.e., it’s easier to escalate dose level.
Thus, high left-side type I error designs lead to more
aggressive designs than low left-side type I error ones.
Right-side is the opposite: low right-side type II error
is more aggressive since rejecting null hypothesis lead
to de-escalate the dose level. Investigators can choose
a suitable design by giving specific left-side, right-side
type I errors and type II error, respectively. Investi-
gators can also choose different designs at different
dose-finding stages. For example, they can choosemore
aggressive designs at early stages similar to accelerated
titration designs. In general, the decision table gener-
ated by our method includes the familiar ‘3+3’ design,

interval-basedmethod such asmTPI,mTPI-2, butmore
importantly a wide variety of more flexible designs.

Unlike traditional ‘3+3’ design, the proposed
two/three-stage designs do not restrict the cohort size
to be fixed, hence more flexible when cohort size,
typically ranging from say 1-6, varies. For instance,
two-stage designs and three-stage designs proceed in a
‘A+B’ and ‘A+B+C’ fashion, respectively. As a result,
our method can be used in a variety of situations, such
as ‘2+4’, or ‘2+4+8’. We describe two-stage designs
in Section 2.1, three-stage designs in Section 2.2 and
explain how to produce decision table in Section 2.3.

2.1. Two-stage designs

The dose-finding procedure using a two-stage design
is an iteration process. The two-stage design (‘A+B’)
setup of a particular dose level is: n1 patients are
treated in the first stage. If the trial continues the dose
level to the second stage, additional n2 patients are
treated. Recall that xi is the total cumulative number of
patients experienced DLT until stage i. The procedure
is as follows (ri ≤ si, r1 ≤ r2, s1 ≤ s2, ri ≤ ∑i

1 nk, si ≤∑i
1 nk):

(1) Stage 1: treat n1 patients
• If x1 ≤ r1, escalate to next higher dose level

(conclude H−
1 );

• If x1 > s1, de-escalate to next lower dose level
(conclude H+

1 );
• If r1 < x1 ≤ s1, stay at current dose level and

go to stage 2.
(2) Stage 2: treat additional n2 patients

• If x2 ≤ r2, escalate to next higher dose level;
• If x2 > s2, de-escalate to next lower dose level;
• If r2 < x2 ≤ s2, stay at current dose level. This

dose level is MTD.

Denote the binomial cumulative density function as
B(·; n, p) and probability function as b(·, n, p), where n
is the number of Bernoulli trials, p is the probability
of success. Let’s calculate the conditional probabilities.
If the true toxicity rate is p, then the probability of
concluding H−

1 at the first stage is

L1(p) = B(r1, n1, p) (5)

and at the second stage is

L2(p) =
s1∑

t1=r1+1
b(t1, n1, p)B(r2 − t1, n2, p). (6)

Similarly, the probabilities of concluding H+
1 at two

stages are

R1(p) = 1 − B(s1, n1, p) and

R2(p) =
s1∑

t1=r1+1
b(t1, n1, p)[1 − B(s2 − t1, n2, p)]. (7)
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The design is a group-sequential-like design. Hence,
lower and upper type I error α1 can be spent following
an error spendingmethod. For any chosen error spend-
ing function, error rate αi1 ≤ αi2 = αi allowed at each
stage can be calculated. Therefore, ri, si have to satisfy
the following type I error constraints

L1(pl) ≤ α11, L1(pl) + L2(pl) ≤ α12 = α1 (8)

and

R1(pu) ≤ α21, R1(pu) + R2(pu) ≤ α22 = α2. (9)

The type II error constraint is
2∑

i=1
Ri(pe) ≥ 1 − β . (10)

The focus is to pursue designs that have the closest
errors to the desired left-side and right-side type I errors
(but ≤ αi1 at Stage 1 and ≤ αi2 = α1 at Stage 2 from

a chosen α-spending function) and the minimal sam-
ple size n under the toxicity level the trial is designed
to detect. In addition, it is also desirable to minimise
β for a given n. With the conditions (8), (9) outlined,
there are usually many designs with combinations of
(ri, si) that satisfy type I and II error constraints. There-
fore, additional selection criteria are needed to choose
designs that satisfy practical considerations. For a given
n, at each stage of 1 and 2, all possible combinations of
ri, si satisfying type I error (Stage 1 and 2) are outputted
into a matrix in R. Each combination of ri, si forms
a feasible design and all feasible designs are sorted in
descending order by the actual left-side, right-side type
I errors, and 1 − β . The first design is then chosen. This
design has the closest type I error to α11, α21, α12 and
α22, and 1 - β .

2.2. Three-stage designs

Three-stage design (‘A+B+C’) is an extension of two-
stage design where we treat additional n3 patients if the
decision is to stay at current dose level at stage 2 or
the trial comes back to this dose level. Thus, the sam-
ple size for each dose is at most n1 + n2 + n3 = n. The
complete three-stage design is as follows:

(1) Stage 1: treat n1 patients
• If x1 ≤ r1, escalate to next higher dose level

dose level;
• If x1 > s1, de-escalate to next lower dose level;
• If r1 < x1 ≤ s1, stay at current dose level and

go to Stage 2.
(2) Stage 2: treat additional n2 patients

• If x2 ≤ r2, escalate to next high dose level;
• If x2 > s2, de-escalate to next lower dose level;
• If r2 < x2 ≤ s2, stay at current dose level and

go to Stage 3.
(3) Stage 3: treat additional n3 patients

• If x3 ≤ r3, escalate to next higher dose level;
• If x3 > s3, de-escalate to next lower dose level;
• If r3 < x3 ≤ s3, stay at current dose level. This

dose level is MTD.

Then we only need to calculate the conditional prob-
abilities at the third stage in addition to the first two
stages that have been calculated in previous subsection.
The probability of concluding H−

1 at the third stage is

L3(p) =
s1∑

t1=r1+1

s2−t1∑

t2=r2−t1+1
b(t1, n1, p)b(t2, n2, p)B(r3 − t1 − t2, n3, p). (11)

and concluding H+
1 at the third stage is

R3(p) =
s1∑

t1=r1+1

s2−t1∑

t2=r2−t1+1
b(t1, n1, p)b(t2, n2, p)[1 − B(s3 − t1 − t2, n3, p)]. (12)

Combining (11) with (5), (6) and (11), ri, ni have to
satisfy the following constraints:

i∑

k=1

Lk(pl) ≤ α1i and
i∑

k=1

Rk(pu) ≤ α2i, (13)

for i = 1, 2, 3 and
3∑

i=1
Ri(pe) ≥ 1 − β . (14)

The optimal design is chosen as described in the end of
Section 2.1.

2.3. Decision table

Decision table allows investigators to examine the
design before the trial starts, which consists of four
decision rules: stay at current dose level (S), escalate to
a higher dose level (E), de-escalate to a lower dose level
(U) or de-escalate and never go back to current dose
again (DU) (See example in Table 1). The two-stage
and three-stage designs in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 provide
decision rule ‘D’, ‘S’ and ‘E’ in the decision table: xi ≤
ri −→ ‘E’; xi > si −→ ‘D’; ri < xi ≤ si −→ ‘S’. To pre-
vent exposing patients to dose level of excessive toxicity,
we propose to perform another one-sided test to put
‘DU’ (De-escalate/Unacceptable) in the table:
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Table 2. Rejection regions and decision rules.

Conclusion Rejection region Decision rule

Higher than target (s, u] De-escalate(D)
Much higher than
target

(u, n] De-escalate and
Unacceptable (DU)

Lower than target [0, r] Escalate(E)
Not sure (r, s] Stay(S)

Hu
0 : p = pu v.s. Hu

1 : p > pu. (15)

The procedure is as follows:

• If xi > ui, conclude Hu
1 , de-escalate dose level and

never go back to this dose level,

whereui’s should satisfy the following requirements:<?pag
?>

• if p = pu, the probability should not exceed αui
(cumulative type I error, calculated by α−spending
method) to conclude Hu

1 in (15).

The probabilities of concludingHu
1 at three stages are

R1(p) = 1 − B(u1, n1, p),

R2(p) =
u1∑

t1=0
b(t1, n1, p)[1 − B(u2 − t1, n2, p)],

R3(p) =
u1∑

t1=0

u2−t1∑

t2=0
b(t1, n1, p)b(t2, n2, pt)

× [1 − B(u3 − t1 − t2, n3, p)].
(16)

For two-stage designs(αu2 = αu), ui’s satisfy

i∑

k=1

Rk(pu) ≤ αui, for i = 1, 2. (17)

For three-stage designs (αu3 = αu), ui’s satisfy

i∑

k=1

Rk(pu) ≤ αui, for i = 1, 2, 3. (18)

All the rest is the same.
To summarise (in Table 2):

• Test H0 : p ∈ [pl, pu] v.s. H1 : p /∈ [pl, pu] produces
decision ‘D’, ‘S’, ‘E’. We need to specify left-side type
I error α1, right-side type I error α2 and type II error
β . The design satisfies (13) and (14).

• Test H0 : p = pu v.s. H1 : p > pu produces decision
‘DU’. The design satisfies (17) or (18) for two-stage
designs and three-stage designs, respectively. The
type I error αu for this test should be less than α2
in the first test.

3. Software

A R package tsdf is available on CRAN. To install this
R package, run the following command in R console:

install.packages("tsdf")

tsdf provides two functions for phase I dose-finding:

• generate two-/three-stage design decision table as
described in Section 2 (function dec.table) for
the givennumber patients at of each stage. This func-
tion also returns true type I error and type II for the
design;

• run simulations using any customised decision table
(function dec.sim).

Function dec.table requires the following argu-
ments: two type I errors to generate decision ‘E’, ‘S’ and
‘D’, one type I error to generate decision ‘DU’, a target
toxicity and sample size used at each stage. For exam-
ple, the following code produces a ‘3+3+3’ design in
Table 1 (where alpha.l is the same as α1, alpha.r
is the same as α2, pt is as pt in Section 2):

> dec.table(alpha.l=0.6,
alpha.r=0.4, alpha.u=0.2, pt=0.3,
n=c(3,3,3), sf.param=4)

dec.table uses Hwang-Shih-DeCani spending
function, which takes the form:

f (t,α, γ ) = α(1 − exp(−tγ ))/(1 − exp(−γ )), (19)

where α is the overall type I error, t is the values of
the proportion of sample size/information for which
the spending function will be computed, and γ is a
parameter that controls how the α is distributed at each
stage. In function dec.table, sf.param specifies
the choice of γ . Increasing γ implies that more error
is spent at early stage and less is available in late stage.
For example, a value of γ = −4 is used to approximate
anO’Brien- Fleming design (O’Brien& Fleming, 1979),
while a value of γ = 1 approximates a Pocock design
(Jennison & Turnbull, 2000).

The algorithm used for dose-finding simulations is
detailed below and displayed in Figure 1. Let’s assume
there are d dose levels to be studied. Denote the cumu-
lative number of patients treated and the cumulative
number of DLTs at the current dose level as ni and mi,
respectively. nmax is the maximum number of patients
permitted to be treated at each dose level. Assume the
staring dose level is i, then after enrolling the first cohort
of patients at dose level i, the following six steps will be
repeated until the maximum sample size is reached or
the MTD is found.

(1) Update cumulative number of DLTs mi and total
number of patients ni treated at the current dose.
Use the decision table to make a decision:

• if decision is ‘S’ → Step 2
• if decision is ‘D’ or ‘DU’ → Step 3
• if decision is ‘E’ → Step 4
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Figure 1. Schema of dose-finding using decision table. ni is the cumulative number of subjects treated at dose level i; nmax is the
maximum number of subjects allowed at any dose level; d is the total number of dose levels. ‘treat more patients’ means additional
cohort of patients should be treated to evaluate DLT. After that, it should go back to Step 1.

(2) The decision is ‘S’, which means stay at current
dose level i. If the sample size at current dose level
i reaches the maximum allowed, i.e., ni = nmax,
declare dose i as the MTD; otherwise, treat addi-
tional cohort of patients at current dose level i and
go to Step 1.

(3) The decision is ‘D’ or ‘DU’. The current dose level i
is too toxic and we should de-escalte to next lower
dose level. Do one of the following:

• If the current dose level is the lowest dose
level, then stop the trial and declare the MTD
may be lower than the lowest dose level
(inconclusive).

• If the current dose level is not the low-
est dose, then: if maximum sample size is
not reached (ni−1 < nmax), treat additional
cohort of patients at dose level at next lower
dose level (i − 1), set the current dose level to
be the next lower dose level, and go to Step 1;
otherwise, stop the trial and declare the next
lower dose level is the MTD. Additionally, if
the decision is ‘DU’, record this dose level as
DU and never treat additional patients at the
current dose level again.

(4) The decision is ‘E’, which means escalate current
does level to next higher dose level. Do one of the
following:

• If the current dose level is the highest dose
level, then: if maximum sample size is not
reached (ni < nmax), treat additional cohort
of patients at current dose level i and go to
Step 1; otherwise, stop the trial and declare
that the MTD is higher than the highest dose
level (inconclusive);

• If the next higher dose level is of status DU,
then: if ni < nmax, treat additional cohort of
patients at current dose i and go to step 1; oth-
erwise stop the trial, the current dose level i is
MTD.

• If ni+1 < nmax, treat additional cohort of
patients at dose i+ 1, set the current dose level
to be next higher dose level, and go to step 1;
else, the current dose level i is the MTD.

To run simulations to evaluate a decision table for a par-
ticular scenario, we simply call dec.sim function in
R:

> out <- dec.sim(truep, decTable,
start.level=2, nsim=1000)

where truep is the vector of true DLT rates,
decTable is a decision table, start.level is the
starting dose level in the simulation and nsim is the
number of simulated trials. In addition to three-stage
decision table, dec.sim also allows user-supplied
decision table. This decision table can be either a mod-
ified table or any decision table from model-based
designs. In order to obtain operating characteristics for
the design used in simulation including the percentage
of selection as theMTD or over theMTD for each dose,
the number of patients treated at each dose level, etc, we
use S3 method summary to summarise the simulation
results:

> summary(out)
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A sample output is given as below

Level : Dose level
Truth : True toxicity prob.
MTD : The prob. of selecting

current dose level as the
MTD

Over : The prob. of selecting
current dose level as over
the MTD

DLT : The avg. number of subjects
experienced DLT at current
dose level

NP : The avg. number of subjects
treated at current dose
level

Scenario 1

Simulation results are based on 1000
simulated trials
Starting dose level is 2; MTD is
dose 1
Target toxicity probability = 0.3
Average number of subjects = 12.327
Probability of selecting the
true MTD = 0.447
Probability of subjects treated at
or below the true MTD = 0.4108055

Level Truth MTD Over DLT NP
1 1 0.30 0.447 0.262 1.486 5.064
2 2 0.45 0.250 0.709 2.553 5.688
3 3 0.50 0.035 0.959 0.734 1.386
4 4 0.60 0.003 1.000 0.105 0.189

To visualise simulation results, the simplest way is to
use S3 method plot in R. The detailed document can
be found in the R documentation after the package is
installed on the computer.

4. Simulations

Simulation studies were conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of the new target toxicity design in terms of
safety (pMTD), reliability (ptrue), # of patients and # of
DLT defined below:

• ptrue: probability of selecting the trueMTDcorrectly.
• pMTD: probability of the patients treated at or below

the MTD.
• # of patients: average number of patients treated in

the trial.

• # of DLTs: average number of patients experienced
DLT in the trial.

Therefore, safety is the probability of patients treated at
or below the true MTD and reliability is the probability
that the trueMTD is selected at the end of the trial for a
given scenario. In our simulations, the MTD is derived
as the dose level at whichMTD is selected in Figure 1. If
all doses have toxicity rate higher than target toxicity in
Figure 1, the true MTD is lower than the lowest dose. If
all doses have toxicity rate lower than target toxicity in
Figure 1, the true MTD is higher than the highest dose.
In these cases,MTD cannot be determined. This is con-
sistent with the real world case that the target toxicity is
never achieved.

4.1. Comparison to other designs

In this subsection, we compare the proposed method
with ‘3+3’, mTPI, mTPI-2, BOIN (Liu & Yuan, 2015)
and CRM. In our simulations, the target toxicity is set
to be 0.3. We consider five dose levels in the simu-
lated trials. The starting dose is the lowest dose level,
dose 1. The toxicity rates for the simulated scenarios
are generated using the probability model in Paoletti
et al. (2004). This model generates dose-toxicity rela-
tions in a wide variety of situations by controlling the
average slope of the toxicity curve around a targeted
percentile θ and the variance round the average. The
algorithm is summarised in the following three steps.

(1) Randomly choose a level, say dose i as the
MTD and generate the corresponding toxicity
rate pi around a targeted percentile θ using pi =
�(zi), where �(·) is the cumulative density func-
tion of the standard normal distribution, zi ∼
N(�−1(θ), 0.12).

(2) Generate the differences of the toxicity rates
between the MTD level and its two adjacent dose
levels. Let zi+1 = �−1(θ) + Izi<�−1(θ)(�

−1(θ) −
zi) + ε2i+1, zi−1 = �−1(θ) + Izi>�−1(θ)(zi −
�−1(θ)) + ε2i+1, where I(·) is the indicator func-
tion. Then the corresponding toxicity rates are
pi+1 = �(zi+1) and pi−1 = �(zi−1).

(3) Generate the differences between the toxicity
rates at the remaining levels. pi+j = �(zi+j) =
�(zi+(j−1) + ε2i+j) for i + j ≥ i + 2 and pi−j =
�(zi−j) = �(zi−(j+1) − ε2i−j) for i − j ≤ i − 2.

We draw ε from a normal distribution with mean
�−1(θ) and standard deviation 0.1 and let θ =
0.25, 0.3, 0.35. For each choice of θ , we simulated 200
scenarios. The simulated toxicity curves and their dis-
tribution are depicted in Figure 2. The average differ-
ence between two levels are around 0.12, 0.09, 0.06 for
θ = 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, respectively. For each scenario, we
run 1000 simulated trials.
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Figure 2. True toxicity curves and their distributions.

Our design shares some features with interval-based
designs which also provide decision tables and can
be implemented in a transparent way as the tradi-
tional 3+3 design. The key difference is interval-based
designs are usually based on Bayesian frameworks thus
usually more difficult to explain to physician or choose
the parameters in their designs. The interval-based
designs divide the interval [0, 1] into [0, pt − ε1), [pt −
ε1, pt + ε2] and (pt + ε2, 1] and access the posterior
probabilities that the toxicity rate pi of a dose i falls
into three intervals. Interval designs represent theMTD
with an interval instead of a single value. (pt − ε1, pt +
ε2) is called equivalence interval and when the esti-
mate of the toxicity rate falls into equivalence inter-
val, the corresponding dose is considered equivalent
to the MTD. Different interval-based designs use the
different decision rules to guide decision making (Ji
& Yang, 2017). For mTPI and mTPI-2, we choose
ε1 = ε2 = 0.05. BOIN uses different parameters called
φ1,φ2. We choose φ1 = pt − ε1 and φ2 = pt + ε2. For
CRM,we use the R packagedfCRM for simulations.We
let the number of patients to be used in the next model-
based update to be 3 and the maximum sample size of
the trial similar to the average number of patients used
in other methods. We set the prior MTD at the third
dose, so the initial toxicity rate at dose level 3 is 0.3.
The initial guess of toxicity probabilities is (0.0617523,
0.1602510, 0.3000000, 0.4530895, 0.5941906) for the

five doses, which was generated by the model calibra-
tion method described in Lee Cheung (2009).

TT design is chosen as described in Section 2 by let-
ting α1 = 0.6, α2 = 0.4, and αu = 0.1. For two-stage
designs, we compare TT with the traditional ‘3+3’,
mTPI, BOIN and CRM. For CRM, we set the sample
size to be fixed at 15 to have comparable sample size
to other designs. mTPI-2 has exactly the same deci-
sion table as our design when ε1 = ε2 = 0.05 thus the
comparison is omitted here. It is worth noting that
any decision table can be written as a special case in
our framework. The type I errors can be calculated
when the boundaries are given. For example, the tra-
ditional ‘3+3’ has left-side type I error α11 = 0.343,
α12 = 0.494 and right-side type I error α21 = 0.216,
α22 = 0.506. For three-stage designs, we compare our
TT ‘3+3+6’ design, mTPI, mTPI-2, BOIN and CRM,
where the sample size for CRM is set to be 21. We use
the Pocock spending function for both two- and three-
stage designs. The type 2 error was not specified since
the sample size per dose level has been specified. The
decision tables are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 5 summarises the simulation results to com-
pare these four ‘3+3’ designs andCRM in the reliability,
safety measures, the average number of patients treated
and the average number of DLTs. First, with regard to
reliability, for θ = 0.25, the TT design outperforms all
other four designs; for θ = 0.3 and 0.35, TT performs
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Table 3. Decision tables for ‘3+3’ designs (traditional
3+3, TT, mTPI and BOIN).

# of subjects

3 6

DLTs 3+3 TT mTPI BOIN 3+3 TT mTPI BOIN

0 E E E E E E E E
1 S S S D E E E E
2 D D D D D S S D
3 D DU DU DU D D S D
4 D DU DU DU
5 D DU DU DU
6 D DU DU DU

Notes: The target toxicity rate is 0.3. TT ‘3+3’: the actual type I errors
at each stage are (1)α1 = 0.343, 0.494; (2)α2 = 0.216, 0.311; (3)
αu = 0.027, 0.079.mTPI: ε1 = ε2 = 0.05. BOIN:φ1 = 0.25,φ2 =
0.35.

better than interval-based designs butworse thanCRM.
The traditional ‘3+3’ is similar to mTPI and but BOIN
has the lowest reliability, even about 20% lower than
TT and mTPI. CRM is the most reliable design but it
is wiggly and unstable–higher variance and lower bias
comparing to other designs. In fact, the performance of
CRM depends on the prior toxicity probabilities asso-
ciated with the dose levels. CRM usually performs well
when the prior estimates is close to the truth. For most
scenarios, the TT design increases 2–6% in reliability
compared with 3+3 and mTPI designs. Second, BOIN
is the safest design among five designs and other four
designs are similar in pMTD. Lastly, the average number
of patients treated and average number ofDLTs are sim-
ilar among 3+3, TT, mTPI, and CRM. Although BOIN
requires fewer patients and there are less DLTs, it is not
a good design due to its lowest reliability. Therefore,
we conclude TT 3+3 design outperforms other designs
overall in a balanced way between reliability and safety
under our choice of settings.

Table 6 summarises the comparison of five designs,
including four ‘3+3+6’ designs and CRM. Similar
results are shown in these simulation experiments.
First, with regard to reliability, TT 3+3+6 and mTPI

Table 5. Comparison of four ‘3+3’ designs and CRM.

ptrue pMTD # of patients # of DLTs

θ = 0.25
3+3 Mean 0.450 0.812 15.084 2.707

Sd 0.090 0.143 3.432 0.631
TT 3+3 Mean 0.499 0.804 14.373 2.612

Sd 0.079 0.147 3.280 0.602
mTPI(3+3) Mean 0.472 0.802 14.105 2.561

Sd 0.077 0.149 3.309 0.585
BOIN Mean 0.251 0.883 11.137 1.540

Sd 0.079 0.109 3.253 0.316
CRM Mean 0.484 0.826 15.000 2.732

Sd 0.161 0.159 0.000 1.391

θ = 0.30
3+3 Mean 0.279 0.845 13.804 2.897

Sd 0.089 0.137 3.367 0.294
TT 3+3 Mean 0.343 0.840 13.061 2.761

Sd 0.101 0.140 3.151 0.273
mTPI(3+3) Mean 0.340 0.837 12.826 2.709

Sd 0.095 0.141 3.161 0.257
BOIN Mean 0.133 0.906 9.004 1.602

Sd 0.085 0.104 2.430 0.185
CRM Mean 0.350 0.876 15.000 3.117

Sd 0.207 0.131 0.000 1.165

θ = 0.35
3+3 Mean 0.264 0.643 11.143 2.935

Sd 0.178 0.320 2.441 0.079
TT 3+3 Mean 0.268 0.639 10.554 2.798

Sd 0.106 0.319 2.223 0.067
mTPI(3+3) Mean 0.261 0.637 10.356 2.740

Sd 0.096 0.318 2.221 0.061
BOIN Mean 0.096 0.318 6.831 0.061

Sd 0.252 0.343 1.331 0.104
CRM Mean 0.376 0.692 15.000 3.887

Sd 0.197 0.339 0.000 0.904

Note: The table reports the average and standard deviation of ptrue, pMTD,
number of patients treated and number of DLTs.

3+3+6 are more reliable than TT 3+3 and mTPI 3+3.
CRM is more reliable but not as stable as other designs.
TT 3+3+6 is slightly better than mTPI and mTPI-2.
It can be seen the larger difference between reliability
of TT 3+3+6 and mTPI/mTPI-2 3+3+6 over BOIN
3+3+6. This shows BOIN is not a good design with
current choice of φ1 and φ2. TT 3+3+6 design is
more reliable thanmTPI/mTPI-2 3+3+6. Second, with
regard to safety, TT 3+3+6, BOIN and mTPI/mTPI-
2 3+3+6 are less safe than their counterpart ‘3+3’

Table 4. Decision tables for ‘3+3+6’ designs (TT, mTPI, mTPI-2 and BOIN).

# of subjects

DLTs 3 6 12

TT mTPI mTPI-2 BOIN TT mTPI mTPI-2 BOIN TT mTPI mTPI-2 BOIN

0 E E E E E E E E E E E E
1 S S S D E E E E E E E E
2 D D D D S S S D E E E E
3 DU DU DU DU D S D D E S S E
4 DU DU DU DU S S S D
5 DU DU DU DU D D D D
6 DU DU DU DU D DU D D
7 DU DU DU DU
8 DU DU DU DU
9 DU DU DU DU
10 DU DU DU DU
11 DU DU DU DU
12 DU DU DU DU

Notes: The target toxicity rate is 0.3. TT ‘3+3’: the actual type I errors at each stage are (1) α1 = 0.343, 0.494, 0.576; (2) α2 =
0.216, 0.311, 0.36; (3) αu = 0.027, 0.079, 0.095. mTPI: ε1 = ε2 = 0.05. BOIN: φ1 = 0.25, φ2 = 0.35.
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Table 6. Comparison of four ‘3+3+6’ designs and CRM.

ptrue pMTD # of patients # of DLTs

θ = 0.25
TT Mean 0.575 0.794 20.922 4.282

Sd 0.106 0.147 3.264 1.290
mTPI Mean 0.568 0.791 20.695 4.257

Sd 0.089 0.147 2.970 1.278
mTPI-2 Mean 0.558 0.808 20.238 4.021

Sd 0.088 0.139 3.138 1.152
BOIN Mean 0.244 0.908 15.551 2.108

Sd 0.082 0.090 4.030 0.470
CRM Mean 0.553 0.778 21.000 4.477

Sd 0.162 0.163 0.000 1.648

θ = 0.30
TT Mean 0.407 0.823 20.551 4.725

Sd 0.098 0.144 3.589 0.759
mTPI Mean 0.389 0.830 19.774 4.515

Sd 0.105 0.140 3.142 0.725
mTPI-2 Mean 0.375 0.841 19.348 4.323

Sd 0.103 0.135 3.409 0.630
BOIN Mean 0.122 0.922 12.771 2.222

Sd 0.079 0.091 3.440 0.253
CRM Mean 0.372 0.856 21.000 5.053

Sd 0.280 0.136 0.000 1.416

θ = 0.35
TT Mean 0.292 0.602 17.888 4.902

Sd 0.109 0.309 3.483 0.242
mTPI Mean 0.289 0.621 16.984 4.631

Sd 0.112 0.313 2.773 0.249
mTPI-2 Mean 0.290 0.629 16.441 4.422

Sd 0.120 0.316 3.031 0.183
BOIN Mean 0.222 0.727 9.505 2.296

Sd 0.270 0.345 2.156 0.101
CRM Mean 0.310 0.626 21.000 5.801

Sd 0.250 0.310 0.000 1.128

Note: The table reports the average and standard deviation of ptrue, pMTD,
number of patients treated and number of DLTs.

designs due to more patients are treated. The decrease
is very reasonable (about 2%). BOIN 3+3+6 is the
safest design among the four 3+3+6 designs, but this
is due to a significant decrease in reliability and num-
ber of patients treated. And TT 3+3+6, mTPI/mTPI-2
3+3+6 have comparable average number of patients
treated and average number of DLTs. Lastly, more
patients are needed and experienced DLTs as compared
to their 3+3 counterpart, as expected. Although CRM
performs better than other designs in some scenar-
ios, the computational burden of CRM simulations is
considerable in order to understand the operating char-
acteristics. Unlike TT and interval-based designs, one
needs to specify proper prior probability of toxicities
and propermodel to obtain good performance thus not
easy to implement or modify the design. Therefore, we
conclude TT 3+3+6 design outperforms other designs
overall.

We also present the operating characteristics of TT
3+3 and TT 3+3+6 for three pre-specified dose-
toxicity scenarios in Tables 7 and 8. Note that the dif-
ference between TT and 3+3, mTPI, mTPI-2, BOIN
can be also seen from their decision tables. Each sce-
nario has different location of the MTD level. Since
dfCRM uses fixed total number of subjects, we exclude
the CRM from the comparison. We summarise the

probability that a dose is selected asMTD for twometh-
ods: the rule-based approach described in Figure 1 and
isotonic regression (Leung & Wang, 2001). Taking the
number of patients and number of DLTs at each dose
level as input, isotonic regression pools information
across doses to estimate MTD. Isotonic estimator has
better performance in scenario 1 and comparable per-
formance in scenario 2 and 3 as rule-based estimator
for TT designs, but tends to estimate a higher dose
level as MTD. Especially in scenario 3, there were cases
that, at the end of trial, the decision was to de-escalate
the fifth dose level while isotonic regression estimated
it as the MTD. On the other hand, isotonic estima-
tor can improve the accuracy for mTPI, mTPI-2 and
BOIN. Therefore, based on the limited comparisons,
the advantage of the model-based MTD estimation is
not evident as its performance varies across designs
and scenarios. In practice, a thorough understanding
of the operating characteristics is recommended for
successful selection of the MTD.

4.2. Simulation studies to show power

The following simulation was conducted to investigate
the impact of the maximum sample size per dose level
of TT designs on the power to detect excessive toxic-
ity. A dose level is considered as over the MTD when
the decision is to de-escalate (‘D’ or ‘DU’) at the the
end of the trial. We use the probability of selecting each
dose level as over the MTD to evaluate the power of
the designs. The true toxicity rates for five dose lev-
els are 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The target is 0.3, so the
MTD is dose 2. In Table 9, we summarise the results
on the probability of selecting a dose level as the MTD
and over the MTD and the average number of patients
treated at each dose level. First, TT ‘3+3+6’ design out-
performs TT ‘3+3’ design with a higher probability of
correctly selectingDose Level 2 asMTD, andwith lower
probability in selecting other dose levels as MTD. Sec-
ond, TT ‘3+3+6’ design outperforms TT ‘3+3’ design
with lower probability in wrongly selecting Dose Level
2 as over MTD, and with higher probability in selecting
other dose levels as overMTD. Lastly, more subjects are
needed by TT ‘3+3+6’ design as expected. The addi-
tion of more subjects improves the power of the trial.
The power of TT ‘3+3’ design and TT ‘3+3+6’ design
are 0.767 and 0.850, respectively.

5. Summary and discussion

We have proposed and analysed a new phase I
dose-finding method. Our method depends on user-
provided one left-side type I error and two right-side
type I errors and a chosen alpha-spendingmethod. The
decision rule may be altered via different settings of
these parameters and method to achieve goals such as
escalating dose level faster or the opposite. The new
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Table 7. Operating characteristics of TT 3+3 under three dose-toxicity scenarios.

Dose level 1 2 3 4 5

Scenario 1 True toxicity 0.050 0.300 0.500 0.600 0.700

3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.536 0.387 0.050 0.001 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.272 0.578 0.142 0.007 0.001
# of DLTs 0.233 1.510 1.062 0.180 0.014
# of patients (N = 12.3) 4.803 5.130 2.097 0.285 0.021

TT 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.319 0.531 0.131 0.013 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.259 0.573 0.154 0.013 0.000
# of DLTs 0.213 1.484 1.129 0.185 0.022
# of patients (N = 11.7) 4.218 4.989 2.232 0.309 0.030

mTPI 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.218 0.537 0.224 0.017 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.232 0.563 0.188 0.016 0.000
# of DLTs 0.191 1.391 1.169 0.180 0.005
# of patients (N = 11.4) 3.975 4.842 2.307 0.288 0.006

BOIN 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.612 0.226 0.025 0.003 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.322 0.550 0.119 0.007 0.002
# of DLTs 0.223 1.023 0.515 0.104 0.009
# of patients (N = 9.5) 4.848 3.456 1.083 0.177 0.015

Scenario 2 True toxicity 0.100 0.150 0.300 0.450 0.500

3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.182 0.406 0.241 0.045 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.167 0.324 0.367 0.116 0.025
# of DLTs 0.445 0.686 1.177 0.759 0.175
# of patients (N = 14.5) 4.206 4.563 3.774 1.686 0.357

TT 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.134 0.329 0.351 0.123 0.011
Selection(%)-2 0.154 0.308 0.374 0.132 0.029
# of DLTs 0.407 0.633 1.051 0.744 0.182
# of patients (N = 13.7) 3.945 4.176 3.579 1.680 0.363

mTPI 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.121 0.303 0.360 0.145 0.027
Selection(%)-2 0.153 0.321 0.357 0.132 0.036
# of DLTs 0.379 0.610 1.067 0.733 0.167
# of patients (N = 13.2) 3.828 4.017 3.486 1.602 0.348

BOIN 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.294 0.308 0.100 0.008 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.326 0.359 0.252 0.053 0.010
# of DLTs 0.396 0.482 0.548 0.216 0.021
# of patients (N = 9.3) 3.909 3.162 1.713 0.468 0.060

Scenario 3 True toxicity 0.010 0.100 0.250 0.300 0.400

3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.115 0.387 0.263 0.151 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.034 0.232 0.400 0.191 0.143
# of DLTs 0.025 0.505 1.128 0.808 0.448
# of patients (N = 16.4) 3.405 4.698 4.524 2.607 1.182

TT 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.034 0.269 0.320 0.247 0.050
Selection(%)-2 0.032 0.239 0.338 0.253 0.138
# of DLTs 0.031 0.438 1.049 0.791 0.493
# of patients (N = 15.4) 3.177 4.257 4.188 2.664 1.203

mTPI 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.035 0.225 0.340 0.239 0.087
Selection(%)-2 0.035 0.239 0.338 0.240 0.148
# of DLTs 0.035 0.442 1.056 0.705 0.455
# of patients (N = 14.9) 3.201 4.128 4.056 2.418 1.125

BOIN 3+3 Selection(%)-1 0.263 0.437 0.200 0.050 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.064 0.341 0.396 0.154 0.045
# of DLTs 0.043 0.417 0.706 0.375 0.101
# of patients (N = 12.2) 3.789 4.242 2.844 1.113 0.261

Notes: Selection (%): probability of selection current dose level as the MTD (1- MTD estimated via algorithm
in Figure 1; 2- MTD estimated via isotonic regression); # of DLTs: number of DLTs at current dose level; # of
patients: number of patients treated at current dose level; N: total number of treated patients. The target
toxicity rate is 0.3.

method is an up-and-down design which is intuitive
and doesn’t involve complicated calculations. A poten-
tial disadvantage is difficult to choose proper type I
errors and sample size – but since we show that our
TT ‘3+3’ design outperforms other designs in simula-
tions, the designwith overall left-side type I error 0.494,
overall right-side type I errors of 0.311 are at least safer
and more reliable than the widely used classical ‘3+3’
design. Moreover, the traditional ‘3+3’ design is just a

special case with overall left-side type I error 0.494 and
right-side type I error of 0.506 in the hypothesis testing
framework.

We made the comparison of TT designs with other
interval-based designs and CRM. For interval-based
deisngs, such as mTPI or mTPI-2 designs, a practical
and natural question is: are these designs just for one-
by-one entry, i.e., entering one patient at a time, once
this patient’s DLT evaluation has been performed, then
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Table 8. Operating characteristics of TT 3+3+6 design under three dose-toxicity scenarios.

Dose level 1 2 3 4 5

Scenario 1 Toxicity rate 0.050 0.300 0.500 0.600 0.700

TT 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.373 0.532 0.085 0.003 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.264 0.613 0.116 0.007 0.000
# of DLTs 0.322 2.534 1.765 0.299 0.045
# of patients (N = 19.0) 6.336 8.565 3.552 0.525 0.060

mTPI 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.358 0.551 0.081 0.002 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.243 0.613 0.135 0.009 0.000
# of DLTs 0.272 2.616 1.907 0.302 0.011
# of patients (N = 19.3) 6.132 8.928 3.840 0.471 0.015

mTPI-2 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.419 0.500 0.070 0.003 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.252 0.629 0.113 0.005 0.001
# of DLTs 0.338 2.546 1.539 0.264 0.013
# of patients (N = 18.5) 6.642 8.385 3.030 0.450 0.021

BOIN 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.648 0.199 0.003 0.000 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.314 0.589 0.095 0.002 0.000
# of DLTs 0.439 1.429 0.595 0.089 0.000
# of patients (N = 14.7) 8.613 4.818 1.158 0.144 0.000

Scenario 2 Toxicity rate 0.100 0.150 0.300 0.450 0.500

TT 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.107 0.353 0.392 0.079 0.007
Selection(%)-2 0.120 0.299 0.425 0.127 0.026
# of DLTs 0.489 1.070 2.075 1.410 0.302
# of patients (N = 22.1) 4.827 6.783 6.849 3.102 0.594

mTPI 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.119 0.361 0.375 0.079 0.011
Selection(%)-2 0.117 0.290 0.444 0.127 0.022
# of DLTs 0.484 0.995 2.047 1.359 0.308
# of patients (N = 21.5) 4.797 6.369 6.708 3.006 0.696

mTPI-2 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.108 0.377 0.401 0.063 0.001
Selection(%)-2 0.131 0.305 0.425 0.108 0.029
# of DLTs 0.473 0.968 2.102 1.170 0.207
# of patients (N = 21.0) 4.734 6.600 6.852 2.496 0.411

BOIN 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.297 0.319 0.090 0.005 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.328 0.339 0.272 0.050 0.009
# of DLTs 0.571 0.805 0.737 0.270 0.038
# of patients (N =13.8) 5.700 5.052 2.379 0.588 0.081

Scenario 3 Toxicity rate 0.010 0.100 0.250 0.300 0.400

TT 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.037 0.263 0.297 0.242 0.025
Selection(%)-2 0.028 0.192 0.343 0.268 0.169
# of DLTs 0 .035 0.604 1.705 1.569 0.807
# of patients(N = 23.3) 3.420 6.030 6.702 5.127 2.028

mTPI 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.025 0.231 0.310 0.281 0.051
Selection(%)-2 0.043 0.191 0.357 0.257 0.152
# of DLTs 0.030 0.490 1.648 1.429 0.860
# of patients (N = 22.6) 3.306 5.436 6.729 5.049 2.163

mTPI-2 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.038 0.278 0.328 0.239 0.028
Selection(%)-2 0.033 0.223 0.343 0.269 0.132
# of DLTs 0.042 0.617 1.653 1.361 0.677
# of patients (N = 22.1) 3.462 5.964 6.627 4.491 1.635

BOIN 3+3+6 Selection(%)-1 0.285 0.471 0.138 0.054 0.000
Selection(%)-2 0.067 0.369 0.364 0.154 0.046
# of DLTs 0.046 0.715 0.880 0.400 0.124
# of patients (N = 17.8) 5.553 7.128 3.474 1.404 0.312

Notes: Selection(%): probability of selection current dose level as the MTD (1- MTD estimated via algorithm in
Figure 1; 2- MTD estimated via isotonic regression); # of DLTs: number of DLTs at current dose level; # of patients:
number of patients treated at current dose level; N: total number of treated patients. The target toxicity rate is 0.3.

entering another patient? If that is the case, then it will
take a long time to complete a trial. Additionally, it
raises some statistical concerns as it is well known that
more stages (corresponding tomore interim analyses in
a trial) will cause inflation of type I and type II errors.

The decision tables of the proposed TT design
is based on a group-sequential framework. However,
since the dose-finding process is up-and-down and the
trial can come back to a dose even if the dose had an
escalation or de-escalation before. The exact left and
right side type I errors are not as specified. These left

and right-side type I errors are impacted by dose lev-
els studied, toxicity profile and at which dose we start
the trial. Therefore, simulation has to be performed to
assess the operational characteristics of a design.

One of the biggest advantages of TT design is its
transparency. The decision table is clear and easy to use.
The new design is based on a statistical hypothesis test-
ing framework. It’s easy to understand by statisticians
and clinicians as well. The concept of the maximum
number of patients needed at each dose level is intro-
duced by associating it with the reliability of selecting
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Table 9. Comparison of TT ‘3+3’ and TT ‘3+3+6’.

Prob. MTD Over MTD # of Patients

Dose level Truth 3+3 3+3+6 3+3 3+3+6 3+3 3+3+6

1 0.20 0.373 0.324 0.141 0.156 4.608 6.912
2 0.30 0.307 0.369 0.514 0.480 3.477 6.552
3 0.40 0.148 0.125 0.821 0.849 1.698 3.477
4 0.50 0.026 0.024 0.969 0.974 0.501 1.032
5 0.60 0.002 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.075 0.132

Notes: Truth: true toxicity rate; Prob. MTD: the probability of selecting current dose level as
the MTD; Over MTD: the probability of selecting current dose level as over the MTD; # of
Patients: the average number of subjects treated at the current dose level.

MTD correctly and the probability to conclude dose
levels over MTD. It will overcome the difficulty in con-
vincing medical community in adding more patients at
the dose-finding stage.

We have also provided a software for dose-finding
simulations to compare different designs. While the
simulation schema was formulated with a different
stopping criteria where the maximum sample size
equals to number of doses × maximum sample size
of each dose, the general result is much more widely
applicable; in particular, it applies to other dose-finding
methods that provide decision table, such as mTPI,
CCD, etc.
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